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Abstract

Image-level label based weakly supervised semantic seg-
mentation has attracted much attention since image la-
bels are very easy to obtain. Existing methods usually
generate pseudo labels from class activation map (CAM)
and then train a segmentation model. CAM usually high-
lights partial objects and produce incomplete pseudo la-
bels. Some methods explore object contour by training a
contour model with CAM seed label supervision and then
propagate CAM score from discriminative regions to non-
discriminative regions with contour guidance. The prop-
agation process suffers from the noisy intra-object con-
tours, and inadequate propagation results produce incom-
plete pseudo labels. This is because the coarse CAM seed
label lacks sufficient precise semantic information to sup-
press contour noise. In this paper, we train a SANCE model
which utilizes an auxiliary segmentation module to sup-
plement high-level semantic information for contour train-
ing by backbone feature sharing and online label super-
vision. The auxiliary segmentation module also provides
more accurate localization map than CAM for pseudo la-
bel generation. We evaluate our approach on Pascal VOC
2012 and MS COCO 2014 benchmarks and achieve state-
of-the-art performance, demonstrating the effectiveness of
our method. The source code can be found at https:
//github.com/BraveGroup/SANCE

1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation has made great progress in re-
cent years thanks to the rapid development of deep neu-
ral networks [7, 8, 31, 34, 50]. However, per-pixel anno-
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Figure 1. Pseudo label generation of IRNet and ours. (a) IR-
Net’s contour map contains many intra-object edges and misses
some true contours, CAM score can not propagate from discrim-
inative region to non-discriminative region. (b) Our SANCE pre-
dicts noiseless contour and more complete segmentation map, thus
generates better pseudo labels.

tation for training semantic segmentation network requires
huge economic investment and is a time-consuming task.
To reduce the heavy burden of precise pixel-level anno-
tation, weakly supervised semantic segmentation (WSSS)
is adopted, which uses weak annotations to supervise se-
mantic segmentation network, including but not limited to
bounding boxes [9, 22, 35, 40], scribbles [30, 43], point-
level [3] and image-level labels [2, 23, 36, 37, 38, 49, 53].
Among all the annotations, image-level label is the most
widely used as it is much easier to obtain than other for-
mats, it is available in almost all the datasets. In this paper,
we focus on studying image-level label based WSSS prob-
lem.

Image class label doesn’t provide localization, scale or
shape information of ground truth objects. Existing ap-
proaches usually adopt CAM [55] to estimate localization
maps for target objects, the localization maps are then pro-
cessed to generate pseudo labels for standard segmentation
model training. To be specific, these works first train a
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classification model with image class labels and then ob-
tain CAM by apply the last linear classification layer to
each feature vector of the feature map before the global
average pooling layer. However, CAM usually highlights
only a portion of an object and gives sparse and incomplete
object estimates, because the classifier only needs to ”see”
the most discriminative regions to optimize the classifica-
tion loss function.

To alleviate the incomplete estimation problem of CAM,
some approaches try to expand object estimates during the
classification model training process through accumulating
activation maps [21], iterative erasing strategy [18], region
growing algorithms [19], auxiliary classification task [4],
splitting vs. merging strategy [54], etc. Localization maps
of these methods cover more complete object regions, but
may not give sharp estimates of object shape because the
expanding process is controlled implicitly by empirical con-
straints. Some approaches [1, 6] control the expanding
process explicitly with object contour information and thus
give sharp object estimates. These methods first train a con-
tour detection network with CAM seeds, then refine CAM
by propagating foreground scores from highlighted regions
to the missing object parts according to inter-pixel seman-
tic affinity [2] generated from object contour prediction, we
call this process as score propagation, finally a standard seg-
mentation network is trained with pseudo labels generated
from propagation results. The refined CAM gives sharp ob-
ject estimates but may still produce inaccurate pseudo la-
bels. As shown in (a) of Fig. 1, the noisy edges at neck re-
gion hinder the object score from head region to body region
and the pseudo label only covers the head area. This is be-
cause the contour supervision signal, CAM seed label, lacks
enough high-level semantic information. The CAM is a
coarse localization map and we can only get sparse seed la-
bels containing many unsure pixel labels, meanwhile, CAM
usually highlights background areas around foreground ob-
jects and thus leads to false positive object areas in CAM
seed labels.

To make the contour model explore object contours with
less noisy intra-object edges, besides CAM seed label su-
pervision, we also adopt an auxiliary segmentation mod-
ule to provide sufficient high-level semantic information for
contour model training. Firstly, the segmentation branch
shares semantic knowledge to the contour branch though
the shared backbone feature. Secondly, we refine the seg-
mentation map to generate online label to offer sufficient
high-level semantic supervision to the contour branch. To
make the segmentation branch predict accurate results, we
adopt the CAM seed label and online label as training sig-
nal. On the whole, our model contains a contour branch
and a segmentation branch, we call it segmentation-assisted
noiseless contour exploration model (SANCE), these two
branches share the same backbone and are supervised with

CAM seed label and online label. The online label is gener-
ated by refining segmentation map through score propaga-
tion under contour constraints. For the contour map with
intra-object edges, segmentation map covers more object
parts than CAM map, thus an object’s neighboring regions
devided by noisy edges get high foreground scores in re-
fined segmentation maps, which gives complete object es-
timates in online label and suppress the noisy intra-object
edges. On the other hand, the online label gives more ac-
curate object shapes thanks to the contour information, so it
forces the segmentation branch to predict complete and pre-
cise object localization maps. After training, our SANCE
model predicts noiseless object contour and high quality
segmentation map, as show in (b) of Fig. 1, we generate
more complete pseudo labels based on them. The main con-
tributions of the paper are summarized as follows:

• We identify the intra-object edge problem in recent
contour assisted CAM refining methods for WSSS
problem. The intra-object edge may hinder the object
score propagation and results in incomplete pseudo la-
bels.

• We introduce SANCE framework to explore noiseless
object contours by leveraging high-level semantic in-
formation of auxiliary segmentation branch.

• On Pascal VOC 2012 benchmark, we train DeepLab-
v2 with generated pseudo labels and achieve the new
state-of-the-art performance with 72.0% and 72.9%
mIoU on val and test sets, respectively. On MS COCO
2014, we also achieve the new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance with 44.7% mIoU on val set.

2. Related Work
2.1. Weakly-supervised Semantic Segmentation.

Weakly-supervised method for semantic segmentation
attracts a large interest recently due to the simplicity and
availability of its required labels compared with fully super-
vision segmentation learning. Various types of annotations
are applied as supervision to address the data deficiency
problem, including image-level label [2, 23, 36, 37, 38],
bounding box [9, 22, 35] , scribble [30, 43], and so on. In
particular, image-level labels as the simplest supervision are
popularly used since they demand minimum costs and can
be obtained from most visual datasets. In this paper, we
study the image-level label based WSSS problem.

2.2. Image-level Supervised Learning.

Image-level class label supplies object class informa-
tion rather than object localization cues, so most of re-
cent image-level label based WSSS approaches first gen-
erate pseudo labels (a.k.a. localization seeds) through lo-
calization maps (i.e. CAM and grad-CAM [39], etc.), then
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train a standard semantic segmentation model using pseudo
labels aforementioned. However, CAM usually highlights
the most discriminative parts of objects and gives low or
zero activations at other areas, so the pseudo label is often
incomplete.

To alleviate this problem, some works try to generate
more complete CAM by utilizing new training strategy, new
model architecture, or new CAM generation methods. SC-
CAM [4] introduces a challenging self-supervised task to
enforce the classification network to pay attention to more
parts of an object by exploiting the sub-category informa-
tion. Splitting Vs. Merging [54] adopts discrepancy loss to
mine out regions of different spatial patterns except the most
discriminative ones, which expanding the output heatmap,
and adopts intersection loss to prevent excessive expand-
ing. OAA [21] maintains a cumulative attention map for
each target category in each training image so that the ob-
ject regions become more and more integral as the training
goes on. FickleNet [27] generates a variety of localization
maps from each image by selecting units of hidden layers
randomly and accumulates all the localization maps to get
more integral estimates. MDC [46] equips a generic classi-
fication network with convolutional blocks of different di-
lated rates to transfer the discriminative information to non-
discriminative object regions and expand the activated re-
gions. However, these methods don’t guide the expanding
process with low-level boundary information and usually
get blurry results at object contour areas.

To get accurate results at object contour areas, some
other methods utilize semantic affinity matrix generated
from contour map to propagate activation scores of dis-
criminative regions to non-discriminative regions. IRNet
[1] trains a network to detect object contours implicitly
supervised by inter-pixel affinities generated from CAM
seeds. BES [6] generates object contour labels from CAM
seeds and trains a contour detection model explicitly su-
pervised by contour labels. PSA [2] trains a inter-pixel
affinity model with affinities generated from CAM seeds,
the model implicitly exploits object contour by predicting
inter-pixel affinities. Approaches [1, 2, 6] all adopt CAM
seeds as contour training signal. Supervised by sparse ob-
ject labels derived from highlighted CAM regions, the con-
tour model may not get enough high-level semantic infor-
mation for training and finally predicts many intra-object
edges, which hinder object scores of CAM propagated to
non-discriminative regions.

To make contour model predict contours with less noisy
intra-object edges, we train a contour model with an auxil-
iary segmentation branch. During training, our model gen-
erates online labels by refining segmentation branch pre-
diction and utilizes these labels to train contour branch and
auxiliary segmentation branch. The online label gives more
complete and accurate estimates than CAM seeds, and thus

can expand the segmentation map and suppress noisy edges
of contour map. Finally, we get accurate pseudo labels
based on noiseless contour and precise segmentation map.

3. The Proposed Approach
As shown in Fig. 2, the SANCE training process contains

two stages. The first stage adopts CAM to estimate initial
coarse seeds from image class labels. In stage2, SANCE
learns to predict noiseless object contours supervised by
coarse CAM seeds. SANCE contains a contour branch and
an auxiliary segmentation branch sharing the same back-
bone, it learns to explore noiseless object contours with the
assistance of its auxiliary segmentation branch. After train-
ing, SANCE predicts accurate contour maps and segmen-
tation maps, we adopt these two maps to generate reliable
pseudo labels for the standard segmentation model training.
In the following sections, we will elaborate on the details of
SANCE.

3.1. The CAM Seed

Following previous works [1, 6], we apply CAM [55] to
generate initial coarse seeds from image class labels. CAM
is obtained by reshaping a trained classification model to
produce dense 2D activation maps for each class, activation
maps are normalized by filtering the negative values and
dividing by the maximum values in each channel. Let S ∈
[0, 1]C×hw denotes the normalized CAM map, where C is
the total number of classes in the dataset, h and w are the
spatial size of the input image, then an initial mask Y init is
obtained by:

Y init
i =


argmax

c
Sc,i if max

c
Sc,i > 0.3

0 if max
c

Sc,i < 0.05

255 otherwise

, (1)

where 0 stands for the background, and 255 stands for un-
sure pixels.

Given the initial mask Y init, we follow the previous ap-
proach IRNet [1] to further refine it by CRF post-processing
[24]. Then, the processed masks are taken as initial CAM
seeds Y CAM to provide coarse supervision to our SANCE
model.

3.2. The SANCE Model

Taken the initial CAM seeds as supervision, the SANCE
model is responsible for producing noiseless object con-
tours, then generates accurate pseudo-masks to train the fi-
nal semantic segmentation model. As discussed in Sec. 1,
the main difficulty of previous approaches to obtain proper
object contours is lacking high-level semantic information.
To alleviate the noisy edge problem, our SANCE model
trains an auxiliary segmentation branch to help its contour
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Figure 2. SANCE training process. Given training images, we first obtain their CAM seeds offline from a trained classification network in
stage1. Then, we train SANCE with CAM seeds in stage2 by applying data augmentation to training images and CAM seeds. Online label
generated from seg map and contour map provides additional training signal to suppress contour noise and expand object areas of seg map.
The label refine module refines online label utilizing seg map or saliency map, to make the figure clear, the utilization of these maps is not
shown.

branch training, it generates online labels from refined seg-
mentation maps to supervise contour branch and auxiliary
segmentation branch, online labels provide high-level se-
mantic information for contour branch and boost auxiliary
segmentation branch’s performance.

Contour Prediction Branch. The contour prediction
branch produces a binary contour map illustrating bound-
aries across different classes. Formally, let I denote the in-
put image, whose spatial size is h×w, the backbone firstly
extracts multi-stage features F from I . Then, the contour
branch C predicts binary maps B = C(F ), whose spatial
size is h

4 × w
4 , we denote h

4 × w
4 as ĥ× ŵ for convenience.

Note that the contour map B is normalized into [0, 1] by the
sigmoid function.

To optimize the contour map B with a semantic segmen-
tation seed Y (CAM seeds or online label) , we firstly com-
pute the pixel-pair affinities from B by:

aij =

{ (
1−maxk∈Pij

Bk

)n
if d(i, j) < δ

0 otherwise
, (2)

where Pij is the set of pixels along the path from i to j,
power n is a hyper-parameter controls the sensitivity of the
contours, d(i, j) evaluates the Euclidean distance between
pixel i and j, δ is a threshold. By means of this, the affin-
ity aij owns high scores in coherent local regions without
crossing contours.

Then, we derive affinity targets from seed Y :

âij =

 0 if Yi ̸= Yj ; Yi, Yj ̸= 255; d(i, j) < δ̂

1 if Yi = Yj ; Yi, Yj ̸= 255; d(i, j) < δ̂
255 otherwise

,

(3)
where Yi and Yj are the labels from Y . Note that the target
affinity is only defined in non-ignore regions of Y .

In this way, the affinity targets are defined to be positive
in local regions with the same class label. The loss to train
B is then defined as:

LC(B, Y ) =−
∑

âij=1,Yi=0

log(aij)

2N+
bg

−
∑

âij=1,Yi>0

log(aij)

2N+
fg

−
∑
âij=0

log(1− aij)

N− , (4)

where N+
bg , N+

fg , N− are normalization factors correspond-
ing to the number of positive affinities of background re-
gion, positive affinities of foreground region, and negative
affinities, respectively.

Auxiliary Segmentation Branch. The auxiliary segmen-
tation branch enhances the contour branch with semantic in-
formation in two ways. Firstly, it transfers semantic knowl-
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edge to the contour branch through shared backbones. Sec-
ondly, we supervise both branches utilizing online labels
generated by refining segmentation map with contour in-
formation. The online label transfers semantic information
of segmentation map to the contour branch and boosts the
segmentation branch at the same time. Denote the seg-
mentation branch with symbol S , it produces segmentation
maps M = S(F ) from the shared feature F , M with size
C × ĥ × ŵis normalized by the softmax function. Param-
eters of segmentation branch and the shared backbones are
optimized by:

LS(M,Y ) = − 1

Ns

∑
{i|Yi ̸=255}

logMYi,i, (5)

where, Ns is the normalization factor that equals the num-
ber of non-ignore pixels, MYi,i is the i-th pixel in Yi-th
channel of M . Here Y can be CAM seed label or online
label.

Online Label Generation. CAM seeds, which guide the
contours and the auxiliary segmentation branch, provide in-
sufficient high-level semantic information for model train-
ing. Although the training of contours is relatively robust
to incomplete seeds due to the sparsely sampled local pair-
wise constraints, better seeds with rich high-level semantic
information can effectively provide the contour branch with
more reliable pixel pairs. Therefore, we manage to gener-
ate online label by revising segmentation map with contour
map. The online label is used to supervise the contour map
and segmentation map using the loss function Eq. (4) and
Eq. (5), respectively.

Given the contour map B and the segmentation map M ,
we first refine M through the score propagation strategy [1]
to obtain boundary-aligned segmentation maps M b. Specif-
ically, the pixel-to-pixel affinity matrix is obtained by eval-
uating Eq. (2), A = [aij ] ∈ [0, 1]ĥŵ×ĥŵ. Then, A is nor-
malized by column and denoted by Â, which describes the
propagation probability among different pixels. Given the
reshaped M ∈ [0, 1]C×ĥŵ and B ∈ [0, 1]1×ĥŵ, the propa-
gated scores M b are obtained by:

M b = [M ⊙ (1−B)] Ât, (6)

where, t is the number of iteration, ⊙ denotes element-wise
multiplication.

To reduce the influence of noise, we set M b’s channels of
classes not existing in the image I to 0, and set M b’s back-
ground channel as a constant value τb. Finally, we generate
online label Y b based on M b by Eq. (7):

Y b[i] = argmax
c

M b
c [i] (7)

where M b
c is the c-th channel of M b, i denotes the i-th pixel.

Figure 3. Label refine module. We apply dense CRF to M and get
Y crf , we utilize Y crf to revise the false positive foreground areas
of online label Y b.

Label Refine Module. As show in Fig. 3, during the
training process, the segmentation map may highlight a
small background area, then score propagation will just
spread these wrong scores to more background areas and
finally results in many false positive foreground pixel labels
of Y b, Y b with these errors will suppress true object con-
tours and make the excessive propagation problem more se-
rious in later training iterations. To alleviate this problem,
we apply dense CRF to segmentation map M and get Y crf

with less error foreground labels, then utilize Y crf to refine
Y b and get Y r as follows:

Y r
i =

{
Y crf
i if Y crf

i = 0
Y b
i otherwise

(8)

We can also adopt saliency map Y sal generated by saliency
models to refine Y b by replacing Y crf with Y sal in Eq. (8),
0 in Y sal means background, utilizing Y sal usually gets
better results.

SANCE Model Training. Both the CAM seed Y CAM

and the online label Y r or Y b are utilized to supervise our
SANCE model by Eqs. (4) and (5). As show in Fig. 2, we
adopt data augmentation for input image and CAM seeds, a
patch of raw image is resized and placed at a rectangle area
of augmented image, the online label generation and super-
vision is only implemented at corresponding rectangle area
of contour map and segmentation map.

3.3. Synthesizing Pseudo Label for Segmentation
Models

The ultra goal of WSSS is to obtain a normal segmen-
tation model for deployment. Thus, after training the pro-
posed SANCE model, we adopt it to generate pseudo labels
to train standard segmentation models for evaluation.

The pseudo labels are generated by composing the con-
tour map and segmentation map in a similar way as the on-
line label Y b generation. The difference is that we input
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Setting stride map label (train) deeplabv2(val)
baseline 16 CAM 66.6 64.7
SANCE-naive 16 CAM 69.9 68.2
SANCE-naive 8 CAM 70.7 68.7
SANCE-naive 8 seg 74.6 69.2
SANCE 8 seg 75.7 69.9
SANCE+TTA 8 seg 76.9 70.9

Table 1. Pseudo label quality and deeplabv2 performance when
adding different components to baseline, evaluated on the PAS-
CAL VOC 2012 train set and train set, respectively. baseline:
the model with only one contour branch, supervised by CAM
seeds , SANCE-naive: SANCE without label refine module, TTA:
use multi-scale data augmentation when generation pseudo label,
stride: stride of model backbone, map: the map revised by contour
for pseudo label generation.

multi-scale images into the SANCE model and use the av-
eraged contour map and segmentation map for pseudo label
generation.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

We conduct experiments on two segmentation bench-
marks, PASCAL VOC 2012 [11] and MS COCO 2014 [32].
PASCAL VOC 2012 has 20 object classes and a background
class for semantic segmentation. Following the common
practice, we extend the training set by adopting the train-
ing data form SBD [15]. In total, there are 10582 train-
ing images, 1449 validation images and 1456 test images.
COCO 2014 onsists of 80 object classes and a background
class, with 80K and 40K images for training and valida-
tion, respectively. For all experiments, we only leverage
the image-level class labels for model optimization. We
use mean intersection-over-union (mIoU) to evaluate the se-
mantic segmentation performance. We also evaluate trained
models’ contour quality on SBD benchmark [15], which
contains semantic boundary annotations of 11355 images
from PASCAL VOC 2011 dataset. Our contours are class-
agnostic, so we transform ground-truth semantic contour la-
bels into class-agnostic contour labels and test the raw con-
tour maps with Maximal F-measure (ODS) on SBD val set
containing 2857 images.

4.2. Implementation Details

Classification Network. Following IRNet [1], we adopt
ResNet101, ResNet50 [16] pretrained on ImageNet [10] as
backbone on VOC 2012 and COCO 2014, respectively, uti-
lizing SGD with weight decay 1e-4 and momentum 0.9 as
optimizer. The initial learning rate is 0.1 and is decayed at
every iteration with polynomial policy [33]. The model is
trained with batch size 16 for 5 epochs.
SANCE Network. The backbone is based on ResNet101,

Figure 4. Results of IRNet and ours on PASCAL VOC 2012 train
set. (a) Input image. (b) Ground truth. (c) CAM. (d) IRNet’s
contour. (e) IRNet’s CAM propagation result. (f) Prediction of
deeplabv2 trained with labels in (e). (g) Ours contour. (h) Ours
CAM propagation results. (i) Ours segmentation map propagation
results. (j) Prediction of deeplabv2 trained with labels in (i).

Setting backbone stride MF(%)
baseline 16 57.0
SANCE-naive 16 60.9
SANCE-naive 8 61.5
SANCE 8 62.4

Table 2. Contour quality when adding different components to
baseline, evaluated on the SBD val set.

ResNet50 [16] pretrained on ImageNet [10] for VOC 2012
and COCO 2014, respectively. Following deeplab’s [8]
strategy, the stride in the last two stages is reduced from
2 to 1, we adopt dilation 4 in stage5 and 2 in stage4. To pre-
dict the contour map, we adopt feature maps from 5 stages
of the backbone to get rich semantic information and spatial
information. We apply Aspp [8] on the top of the backbone
as segmentation branch. We adopt the SGD optimizer with
weight decay 5e-4 and momentum 0.9. The initial learning
rate for backbone is 2.5e − 4 and is decayed every 10 it-
erations with polynomial policy [33], the learning rate for
new layers of two branched is amplified by 10. The model
is trained with batch size 10 for 16 epochs.

Standard Segmentation Network. we adopt the deeplab
v2 framework [8] to evaluate the pseudo label generated by
SANCE, the training setting is the same as [8], We employ
the multi-scale merging strategy during model evaluation.
The final prediction is further refined with dense CRF [24]
on VOC 2012 but not on COCO 2014.

Hyper-Parameter. We set δ, δ̂ = 10, n = 1 for contour loss
Eq. (4), set δ = 3, n = 10, t = 8 for online label generation,
set δ = 5, n = 10, t = 8 for pseudo label generation.

Data Augmentation. For both classification network and
SANCE, training images are augmented with random scal-
ing, random flipping and randomly cropped into size 512.
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seg contour label (train) deeplabv2 (val)
67.8 66.3

✓ 66.5 65.0
✓ 71.3 68.2

✓ ✓ 74.9 69.6

Table 3. Pseudo label quality and deeplabv2 performance of dif-
ferent online label supervision setting, evaluated on the PASCAL
VOC 2012 train set and val set, respectively.

4.3. Ablation Study

Element-Wise Module Analysis. We reimplemnet IR-
Net [1] as our basline, the learning rate and training pa-
rameters are the same with SANCE model. The baseline
adopts ResNet101 of stride 16 as backbone, it contains a
contour branch supervised only with CAM seeds and re-
fines CAM map with single-scale contour result to gener-
ate pseudo labels. To compare SANCE and baseline, we
evaluate their pseudo labels and deeplabv2 model trained
with pseudo label on PASCAL VOC 2012 train set and val
set, respectively, we also evaluate their contour quality on
As shown in Tabs. 1 and 2, when refining CAM map, with
backbone of stride 16, SANCE-naive improves baseline re-
sult by 3.3%, 3.5% and 3.9% for pseudo label, deeplabv2
and contour quality, respectively, and Fig. 4 shows that
our method predicts contours with less noisy intra-object
edges, demonstrating the effectiveness of online label su-
pervision. Adopting stronger backbone of stride 8 further
improves SANCE-naive’s result by 0.8%, 0.5% and 0.6% in
three aspects mentioned earlier. When refining more accu-
rate segmentation map, pseudo label and deeplabv2 are im-
proved by 3.9% and 0.5%, demonstrating the effectiveness
of high quality segmentation map for pseudo label genera-
tion. When utilizing label refine module (refine online la-
bel with CRF label Y crf ), SANCE further improves both
pseudo label and contour quality compared with SANCE-
naive. Finally, multi-scale data augmentation (TTA) also
improves pseudo label quality and deeplabv2 performance
remarkably.
Pseudo Label at Different Training Epochs. In this
part we study the pseudo label quality at different train-
ing epochs and compare them with the baseline aforemen-
tioned. As Fig. 5 shows, baseline’s pseudo labels achieve
best performance at the first epoch and tends to degrade as
training continues. Our model’s pseudo labels get better re-
sults at the first epoch and improve continually as training
goes on. The result shows that the semantic information ex-
isting in the model can be extracted online to supervise the
model itself, so that online label and model can be improved
iteratively.
Influence of Online Label Supervision. We study the in-
fluence of online label supervision for SANCE-naive. Spe-
cially, we train the network with four different settings by

0.64

0.66

0.68

0.7

0.72

0.74

0.76

0.78

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

epoch

mIoU

inet_res50

irnet_res101

ours_res50

ours_res101

Figure 5. pseudo label quality of IRNet and SANCE at different
training epochs, evaluated on the PASCAL VOC 2012 train set.

Figure 6. Qualitative results of deeplabv2 on the PASCAL VOC
2012 validation set. (a) Input images. (b) Ground truth. (c) Our
results.

refining for M refining for B label (train) deeplabv2 (val)
74.9 69.6

✓ 76.0 70.6
✓ 76.9 70.9

✓ ✓ 75.7 70.4

Table 4. Pseudo label quality and deeplabv2 performance when re-
fine the online label for different branches, evaluated on the PAS-
CAL VOC 2012 train set and val set, respectively.

choosing whether to supervise each branch with online label
Y b, here we don’t utilize label refine module and take the
setting without Y b supervision as baseline. We evaluate the
pseudo label and deeplabv2 model trained with pseudo label
on PASCAL VOC 2012 train set and val set, respectively.
Results in Tab. 3 show that adding online label supervision
to contour branch can improve pseudo label quality and su-
pervising both branches with Y b further produces the best
result, demonstrating that online label can indeed improve
contour branch. Only supervising segmentation map with
Y b produces slightly worse results than baseline, this is be-
cause contour branch usually overfits the noisy CAM seeds
without online label supervision.
Influence of Label Refine Module. During the SANCE
training process, we adopt label refine module to alleviate
the excessive propagation problem. We study the influence
of label refine module by conducting four experiments of
refining online label Y b for different branches, all exper-
iments utilize CRF label Y crf to refine Y b. We evaluate
the pseudo label and deeplabv2 model trained with pseudo
label on PASCAL VOC 2012 train set and val set, respec-
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Method Backbone Label Val Test
MCOF CVPR’18 [44] ResNet-101 I.+S. 60.3 61.2
DCSP BMVC’17 [5] ResNet-101 I.+S. 60.8 61.9
DSRG CVPR’18 [19] ResNet-101 I.+S. 61.4 63.2
AffinityNet CVPR’18 [2] Wide ResNet-38 I. 61.7 63.7
SeeNet NIPS’18 [18] ResNet-101 I.+S. 63.1 62.8
Zeng et al ICCV’19 [51] DenseNet-169 I.+S. 63.3 64.3
OAA ICCV’19 [21] ResNet-101 I.+S. 63.9 65.6
CIAN AAAI’20 [13] ResNet-101 I.+S. 64.1 64.7
FickleNet CVPR’19 [27] ResNet-101 I.+S. 64.9 65.3
CONTA NeurIPS’20 [52] ResNet38 I. 66.1 66.7
ICD CVPR’20 [12] ResNet101 I.+S. 67.8 68.0
IRNet CVPR’19 [1] ResNet50 I. 63.5 64.8
SC-CAM CVPR’20 [4] ResNet101 I. 66.1 65.9
SEAM CVPR’20 [45] ResNet38 I 64.5 65.7
BES ECCV’20 [6] ResNet101 I. 65.7 66.1
Zhang et al ECCV’20 [54] ResNet50 I.+S. 66.6 66.7
Fan et al ECCV’20 [14] ResNet101 I.+S. 67.2 66.7
AuxSegNet ICCV’21 [48] ResNet38 I.+S. 69.0 68.6
Zhang et al ICCV’21 [53] ResNet38 I. 67.8 68.5
ECS-Net ICCV’21 [42] ResNet38 I. 66.6 67.6
Kweon et al. ICCV’21 [25] ResNet38 I. 68.4 68.2
CDA ICCV’21 [41] ResNet38 I. 66.1 66.8
RIB NeurIPS’21 [26] ResNet101 I.+S. 70.2 70.0
EDAM CVPR’21 [47] ResNet101 I.+S. 70.9 70.6
Yao et al CVPR’21 [49] ResNet101 I.+S. 68.3 68.5
EPS CVPR’21 [29] ResNet101 I.+S. 70.9 70.8
AdvCAM CVPR’21 [28] ResNet101 I. 68.1 68.0
Ours ResNet101 I. 70.9 72.2
Ours-sal ResNet101 I.+S. 72.0 72.9

Table 5. Comparison of WSSS methods on the PASCAL VOC
2012 val and test sets. I. means image-level labels, S. means ex-
ternal saliency maps.

tively. Results in Tab. 4 show that refining online label for
any branch can improve SANCE’s performance, and re-
fining online label for one branch gets better results than
refining both branches, we think this is because refining
both branches suppress the object area expanding process
too much and SANCE will produce pseudo labels with less
complete objects. We get the best result when refine on-
line label for contour branch and take this refining choice as
SANCE’s default setting.

4.4. Comparisons to the State-of-the-Art

To compare our approach with other related works on
PASCAL VOC 2012, we train a DeppLab-ASPP [8] model
using pseudo labels generated by SANCE+TTA. DeppLab-
ASPP and SANCE all adopt Resnet101 [16] as backbone.
The results in Tab. 5 show that our approach outperforms
all the previous image-level label supervised methods both
in val and test set of PASCAL VOC 2012. Some pre-
vious works [5, 12, 18, 19, 21, 27, 29, 44, 47, 48, 49]
use saliency model [17, 20] to generate precise background
seeds for segmentation model training, Ours outperforms
these methods without the help of external saliency model.

Method Backbone Label Val
EPS CVPR’21 [29] VGG16 I.+S. 35.7
AuxSegNet ICCV’21 [48] ResNet38 I.+S. 33.9
SEAM CVPR’20 [45] ResNet38 I. 31.9
Kweon et al ICCV’21 [25] ResNet38 I. 36.4
CDA ICCV’21 [41] ResNet38 I. 33.2
CONTA NeurIPS’20 [52] ResNet50 I. 33.4
IRNet CVPR’19 [1] ResNet101 I. 41.4†

RIB NeurIPS’21 [26] ResNet101 I. 43.8
Ours ResNet50 I. 44.7

Table 6. Comparison of WSSS methods on the MS COCO val set.
I. means image-level labels, S. means external saliency maps.

With saliency seeds assistance for SANCE training (re-
fine online label with saliency seeds during SANCE train-
ing), Ours-sal achieves new state-of-the-art and outper-
forms other works significantly. We also show some seg-
mentation results in Fig. 6, our segmentation results are very
close to the ground truth label.

In Tab. 6, we further show the result on COCO
2014 dataset. Here we generate pseudo labels utiliz-
ing SANCE+TTA with Resnet50 backbone, then train a
DeppLab-ASPP [8] based on Resnet50 [16] and evaluate its
performance on validation set of COCO 2014. Our method
achieves new state-of-the-art and outperforms related works
remarkably.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective ap-
proach to generate accurate pseudo segmentation labels
from sparse and incomplete CAM seeds. We train a SANCE
model to predict object contour map and segmentation map,
supervised by CAM seeds and online label simultaneously.
The online label is generated from both maps through score
propagation and helps SANCE to learn object contour with
less noisy intra-object edges. We finally generate pseudo la-
bels by refining segmentation prediction with contour pre-
diction of trained SANCE model. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that the online label boosts both maps’ per-
formance, which contributes more accurate pseudo label.
Based on the pseudo label, the trained segmentation mod-
els achieve new state-of-the-art performance on the Pascal
VOC 2012 and MS COCO 2014 segmentation benchmark.
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